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Abstract

Following educational trends in jurisdictions around the world, in 2015 the Ministry of

Education (MOE) in British Columbia (BC), Canada introduced a redesigned K-12 curriculum

which moved away from content-focussed educational objectives towards competency-driven

learning outcomes. One of the significant challenges of this curriculum change is the absence of

a framework that supports educators in effectively assessing the type of learner competency

development used by the MOE as part of their graduation framework at the secondary level. In

this project, we responded to this challenge by developing and testing a novel assessment

instrument for use in a competency-based learning environment in BC. This instrument

incorporates fuzzy logic principles to assess learning artifacts in the context of mathematical

literacy as defined by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). In partnership with the Pacific School

of Innovation and Inquiry (PSII), an independent, inquiry-based secondary school located in

Victoria, BC, we introduced this assessment instrument, and then, over the course of two months

in 2018, collected data concerning its use in assessment of mathematical literacy in their highly

personalized and interdisciplinary learning environment. We present the initial findings from the

study, and iterations on the assessment tool which further address challenges of implementing

competency-based assessment (CBA) in BC K-12 classrooms and beyond.

Keywords: mathematical literacy, competency, assessment, portfolios, secondary school
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Numbers are all around us. We use them to cook food, to buy clothing, to play music, and

to build software; and yet for most students in the North American K-12 education system, their

formative experiences with mathematics—the academic subject most often correlated with

numeracy—are ones of “number-numbness”, with instructional and assessment practices in

mathematics marked by “rote calculations, drill and practice ad nauseum” and “endless reams of

worksheets” (Monchinski, 2008, p.142). For mathematics educators, the use of this tried and

tested methodology is a common and understandable choice (Walls, 2005; Watt, 2005), as they

carefully balance the needs and management of a diverse classroom of learners with their own

time and resources (Ransom & Manning, 2003). For students, however, particularly for those

who struggle to grasp the concepts presented in this manner, this pedagogical paradigm presents

significant challenges for both their present and future success, with poor assessment results in

early math experiences linked to reduced confidence and low mathematical self-efficacy moving

forward in their academic and professional careers (Aarnos & Perkkilä, 2012).

Faced with a world where an understanding of the fundamental processes of mathematics

is not only an important part of our day-to-day lives (Ojose, 2011), but also of employment

related roles and responsibilities, such limited educational practices have the potential to severely

restrict student opportunities post-graduation, particularly when it comes to the growing number

of Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) related careers (Bleyer et al., 1981;

Scarpello, 2005). Considering the significant impact this topic has on student success, there

seems now—more than ever—a necessity to revisit how learners are supported concerning their

development of mathematical literacy. Without a significant shift in the collective mindset of
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what it means to be mathematically literate, the education system risks further alienating students

with an inaccurate view of the connections of mathematics to the real world; negatively

impacting their future in this new STEM focussed economy (Williams, 2015).

In response to this growing recognition of a need to revisit core aspects of mathematics

pedagogy in K-12 learning environments, this project seeks to explore the topic of mathematical

literacy through the lens of competency assessment, as initiated by a research proposal by the

Pacific School of Innovation and Inquiry (PSII), an inquiry-based high-school in Victoria, British

Columbia (BC), Canada (see Appendix A). Through a detailed analysis of the academic

literature, and supported by results from an exploratory case study which took place at PSII in

2018, this project endeavours to demonstrate the potential impact of a new type of competency

assessment model within secondary education, allowing for an authentic evaluation of

mathematical competency in a highly-personalized and interdisciplinary learning environment.

Personal Interest

As an educator working for more than a decade in non-traditional learning environments,

I have seen first-hand the incredible learner growth that takes place both inside and outside of a

classroom. Through organizations such as the Canadian Cadet Program, Boys and Girls Clubs of

Canada, HighTechU, and Actua Canada, I have even observed learners demonstrating a practical

understanding of advanced topics ranging from principles of leadership to aeronautical and

software engineering. Canadian educational policy makers have also recently begun to recognize

the value of this type of non-traditional learning, and of a more broad interpretation of where

learning environments exist, implementing prior learning assessment and recognition (PLAR)

programs in both secondary and post-secondary graduation programs across the country
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(Government of Ontario, n.d.; Government of Alberta, n.d.). These PLAR programs provide a

means for learners to demonstrate the applicable knowledge and skills they have acquired “in

both formal and informal ways, outside secondary school” (Government of Ontario, n.d.).

Despite the wide availability of these alternative learning and assessment pathways for learners,

much of the credit-bearing summative assessment practices currently found in K-12 classrooms

have remained relatively unchanged. Summative assessment in secondary mathematics

classrooms, for example, continues to be dominated by pencil-and-paper tests, even while

alternative assessment tools—such as projects and portfolios—are used for lower-stakes

formative assessment in those same learning environments (Suurtamm et al., 2010).

It is this contradiction between classroom practice and assessment theory, which was one

of the key factors that initially drew me to explore the area of mathematical competency

assessment in the context of PSII’s research proposal. Recognizing the role of mathematics as a

core academic subject for all BC K-12 learners, and one with increasing importance in various

aspects of life progression, I was curious to understand how educators might effectively

incorporate these types of innovative assessment practices to not just guide student development

in mathematics, but also report on relevant graduation requirements within the BC curriculum.

Relevance in the Context of Modern Educational Reform

Although public education is often described as existing within a broken system (Schank,

2016), the late 20th and early 21st centuries have been marked by a growing debate, particularly

in academia, around the need for reform of instructional and assessment practices. In recent years

prominent Canadian curricular scholars have even called for a fundamental reconceptualization

of the field as whole (Pinar, 2018). While these reform movements have had widespread
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implications on the work of educators, when exploring the topic of competency assessment in a

learning environment like PSII, two pedagogical shifts in particular come to the forefront: the

move towards interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary learning in the classroom (Flogie &

Aberšek, 2015), and the accompanying adoption of competency-based curriculum in public and

private K-12 school systems around the world (Byrne et al., 2013a; Komba & Mwandaji, 2015;

M’mboga Akala, 2021; Sadeq et al., 2020).

Originally theorized by Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget (Bernstein, 2015), the concept of

transdisciplinarity in education emerged during the rapid globalization of the world in the 1970s.

This (at the time) novel educational approach dissolved the imaginary separation between

disciplines and subject areas, instead organizing “teaching and learning around the construction

of meaning in the context of real-world problems or themes” (International Bureau of Education,

n.d.). With a move towards education that transcends traditional curricular boundaries, there was

an equivalent need identified for a change in how this new type of learning might be assessed

(Pettersen & Braeken, 2017). This perhaps explains a parallel movement, particularly in

post-secondary contexts, around the same time, towards outcome-based learning.

Described by preeminent educational psychologist William Spady as a pedagogy

“defined by the successful demonstrations of learning sought from each student” (Spady, 1994,

p. 191), one outcome-based approach that became increasingly popular within educational

contexts during the 1970s was competency-based education (CBE). With a focus on the use of

instructional and assessment practices that support the development of mastery, at the core of

CBE was the demonstration of “knowledge, attitudes, values, skills, and behaviors”  (Gervais,

2016, p. 99) required for a learner to be assessed as competent in a given context.
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While this concept of using interdisciplinary, competency-based curriculum has

continued to gain traction amongst modern educational scholars and practitioners well into the

21st century (Sengupta et al., 2019), a lack of clarity around practical definitions of CBE (Spady,

1997), and a corresponding lack of standardized assessment frameworks continue to be major

challenges to the successful integration of these types of innovative pedagogies in the K-12

classroom (Lawrence, 2010; Mansilla & Duraising, 2007). Furthermore, there is growing

evidence of how instructional and assessment practices in jurisdictions that have implemented

CBE are often misaligned with this new educational paradigm (Komba & Mwandaji, 2015;

Sadeq et al., 2020)

Though certainly presenting interesting research questions for educational scholars, for

Canadian classroom teachers these on-going challenges present an imminent practical handicap,

with K-12 curriculum documents from BC to Nova Scotia having now officially adopted

language around curricular integrations and competencies (Government of British Columbia,

n.d.; Council of Atlantic Ministers of Education and Training, n.d.). With this in mind, there is a

growing need in the educational ecosystem for an innovative framework that can support

learners in the competency development process, while also supporting educators responsible for

reporting on that development amidst the demanding requirements of classroom teaching.

Research Questions

Through a detailed analysis of the academic literature, and supported by an exploratory

case study that examined the implementation of competency-based assessment (CBA) in a K-12

environment, this project seeks to explore the development of such an innovative assessment
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framework. With a focus on mathematical literacy, the following chapters examine four

interrelated questions regarding CBA in secondary education. Specifically:

1. How can the assessment process in a highly-personalized and interdisciplinary K-12

learning environment be adjusted to incorporate competencies more efficiently?

2. What are the established best practices for assessment in competency-based education?

3. Are portfolios effective assessment tools for use in competency-based education?

4. What is an appropriate framework to assess mathematical competency?

Definitions

Based on the aforementioned research questions and the related PSII proposal, three

terms were identified as holding particular importance for this project: competency-based

education, educational portfolios, and mathematical literacy. While multiple interpretations of

these respective terms were identified in the literature, the definitions below provide an overview

of how each of them can be conceptually understood in the context of this research:

Competency-Based Education. While there are varying definitions of competency

based education (CBE), for the purpose of this research, competency-based education is

considered “an outcome-based approach to education that incorporates modes of

instructional delivery and assessment efforts designed to evaluate mastery of learning by

students through their demonstration of the knowledge, attitudes, values, skills, and

behaviors required for the degree sought” (Gervais, 2016, p. 99).

Educational Portfolios. For the purpose of this research, a portfolio is defined as “a

composition of work that a learner [or educator] has selected and collected to show
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knowledge, skills or competencies, and includes the reflections of the learner on the

selected and collected work” (Joosten-Ten Brinke et al., 2008, p. 57).

Mathematical Literacy. For the purposes of this research, mathematical literacy is used

interchangeably with mathematical competency and is defined as stated in the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Programme for

International Student Assessment (PISA) 2015 Mathematics Framework as “an

individual’s capacity to formulate, employ and interpret mathematics in a variety of

contexts” (OECD, 2017, p. 15).

Research Roadmap

In the following chapters, each of the three main stages of this research project are

introduced in detail, beginning with Chapter 2 which provides an overview of the exploratory

case study which took place at PSII in 2018. This overview includes a discussion of the proposal

that initiated this research, an exploration of the study design, creation of the novel assessment

instrument, and initial findings from the study. With a brief review of relevant academic research

introduced as part of this inaugural chapter, Chapter 3 provides a more thorough review of the

literature, examining 20 empirical research articles on CBA of mathematical literacy, in an

attempt to gain perspective on the results from the PSII study. Building on the findings from the

case study and literature review, Chapter 4 provides an overview of the iterative development

process of the assessment tool which took place between 2018-2021. We conclude with Chapter

5 providing a summary of findings concerning the four main research questions, along with a

brief reflection on learning from this project and recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2: PSII Exploratory Case Study

Over the past decade, there has been a growing movement within Canadian K-12

education systems towards a more holistic pedagogical approach in primary and secondary

classrooms. Rather than compartmentalizing content into specific subject areas (e.g., Science,

English, Fine Arts, Mathematics), teachers and administrators have begun to recognize the value

of leveraging the multidisciplinarity between academic subjects, and the importance of

identifying the overarching competencies that are necessary for learners success both inside and

outside of the school environment (Soland et al., 2013; You, 2017). For many secondary schools

across the province of BC—and indeed the world—this paradigm shift has come only with

recent changes to government-mandated curriculum, with countries from the United States to

Kenya having implemented this new type of interdisciplinary CBE as part of ongoing

educational reforms (M’mboga Akala, 2021). There are, however, some schools that have been

leading the way when it comes to the move from content-based to competency driven outcomes

for students, with the aptly named PSII serving as a prime example in BC.

This chapter provides an overview of an exploratory case study facilitated at PSII during

the 2017-2018 academic year, which focused on a specific facet of their implementation of CBE:

assessment. Outlining their unique pedagogy, the impetus for this research, and the development

and testing of a novel assessment instrument at the school, the chapter aims to explore the first of

the four research questions identified for this project. Specifically:

1. How can the assessment process in a highly-personalized and interdisciplinary K-12

learning environment be adjusted to incorporate competencies more efficiently?
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About PSII

Founded in 2013 by the former Superintendent of the Gulf Islands School District, Jeff

Hopkins, PSII is an independent secondary school housed in Victoria, BCs downtown core. Built

on a new vision for K-12 education in the province, the school provides an interdisciplinary

environment where learners in grades 9-12 can pursue their passions through “projects and other

learning activities, which take them through a curriculum all their own.” (PSII, n.d.-a). Using an

inquiry-based model in which learners define and explore their own research questions outside

the context of academic subjects, PSII curriculum is “built on personal curiosity through a close

learner-teacher relationship” (PSII, n.d.-a) with educators coaching learners through the inquiry

process as they move towards graduation with a BC Dogwood Diploma (see Appendix B).

PSII Assessment and Proposed Graduation Framework

Committed to enabling learners to meet or exceed the BC graduation requirements, an

academic checklist consisting of 80 credits of coursework in specific subjects (see Appendix B),

PSIIs proposed graduation framework goes beyond the subject-specific prerequisites as set out

by the BC Ministry of Education (MOE). To this end, it focuses on the development of eight

competencies (e.g., Personal Planning and Responsibility) across 11 contexts (e.g., Scientific

Process and Application), moving student assessment away from this checklist model towards a

more valuable source of feedback. As such, instead of simply representing a box to check, this

new graduation framework serves as a living document—a competency mosaic— providing an

opportunity to both showcase areas of student success, as well as to highlight areas for further

development, with each of the contexts representing a new area for growth (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1.

Proposed PSII Graduation Framework

Note. PSII Graduation Framework. Reprinted from “Proposal for a New Prototype Graduation
Program” by PSII, n.d., Retrieved December 13, 2021, from https://slidetodoc.com/proposal
-for-a-new-prototype-graduation-program-psii/. Copyright by PSII. Used with Permission.

While an innovative framework, as an institution subject to the BC Independent Schools

Act, the PSII model is ultimately one that exists within the confines of a much more rigid

government reporting structure since its foundation in 2013. As such, although inherently

competency focused in their pedagogy, major assessment and reporting instruments at the time of

this study remained obligated to report extensively on course-based outcomes as prescribed by

MOE mandates. This reporting dichotomy is particularly apparent when reviewing the

assessment instruments being used by educators in 2016 (see Figure 2). In these documents,

while competency assessment is a predominant feature, course-based measures such as

percentage of course completion, final course mark and depth of understanding of course content

seemingly present far more opportunities for ongoing and detailed feedback.
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Figure 2.

PSII Student Progress Report

MM YYYY - Progress Report
Name: X

Competency Comments

Ecological literacy

Reading, writing, speaking, and listening

Mathematical literacy

Collaboration and leadership

Critical and creative thinking

Cultural awareness and understanding

Media and information literacy

Personal planning and responsibility

Course
Approximate %

of course
completed

Final
Course
Mark

Average depth at which
course outcomes are

being addressed Additional Comments

D E F P

Note. This figure represents the 2016 version of progress reports, which have since been updated.

K-12 Innovation Partnership

Although existing within these rigid governmental guidelines, as a school founded on the

vision of a true competence-based graduation framework for BC students, PSII administration

recognized the need to better support learners in their progression towards competence, rather

than simply satisfying course-based learning outcomes. And so, in 2015, the educational team at

PSII, led by educator Jessica Asp, submitted a proposal to the K-12 Innovation Partnership (see

Appendix A), an initiative of the BC MOEs 2015 “K-12 Innovation Strategy” (Government of
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British Columbia, 2015) intended to support “educators throughout B.C. who are interested in –

or already are – pursuing innovative teaching and learning practices that benefit students in the

K-12 system” (K-12 Innovation Partnership, n.d.-a). Providing the PSII team with access to

additional resources to further research their innovative model, the proposal was officially

submitted to gain support for their work in “the building and deployment of an interdisciplinary,

competency-based digital portfolio system that ties learning artifacts to competencies and

contexts” (K-12 Innovation Partnership, n.d.-b), ultimately serving two additional purposes.

The first of these purposes was to highlight the impact of the schools inquiry model on

learner development, helping to showcase the value the inquiry-model can have if applied in

other educational contexts. The second was to support their move from the traditional

course-based, criterion-referenced assessment model to a competency-based, ipsative assessment

model, helping learners move toward mastery along a competency continuum. Considering the

need for both evidence of positive learner experience, and an effective assessment framework,

for any administrators looking to implement this type of pedagogy into their school, these two

purposes then seemingly represented opposite sides of the same coin, highlighting the important

components of the proposal submitted through the K-12 Innovation Partnership.

With limited internal resources available to facilitate research on the impact of their

inquiry-based model or its implementation, in late 2016 PSII administrator’s contacted faculty

members at the University of Victoria (UVic), along with independent researchers in the local

community, to seek support in studying the PSII model through both a qualitative and

quantitative lens. Considering the multifaceted nature of the proposal, two research teams were

ultimately engaged to facilitate the project deliverables, one led by independent researcher Dr.
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Heather Hopkins focused on what was described as qualitative research, and the other from

UVic—including Dr. Ulrike Stege, Dr. Todd Milford and myself—focused on more quantitative

research. With numerous aspects of the proposal available as prospective research topics, ranging

from the reliability of portfolio-based assessment to the validity of CBE, a more practical

direction was chosen by the UVic team, aiming not to explore select aspects of the PSII model,

but instead to create a research-informed resource which would support processes already in

place at the school. Selecting the core competency of mathematical literacy as an appropriate

starting point for the case study—based on expertise available through members of the UVic

team—in the fall term of the 2017-2018 academic year, the quantitative aspect of the PSII

research project commenced, seeking to explore how the mathematics assessment process might

be adjusted at PSII through a competency-based lens.

Methodology

Taking place over two academic years, the PSII study was multi-faceted, involving not

only the development of a theoretical understanding of CBE, but also a practical one. The

following section outlines the multi-stage process used to develop this practical understanding in

the PSII exploratory case study, beginning with a description of interviews and a literature

review which provided perspective on current and best-practices for CBA. The section ends with

an overview of both the process by which a novel assessment instrument was developed to

support practices at the school, and the study design used to test its implementation.

Teachers Interviews

With a focus on identifying what adjustments might be necessary to better align the

mathematics assessment processes at the school with the competency development process,
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initial stages of the PSII study entailed interviews with school staff to learn more about their

current practices, and specific strategies used to evaluate student development in mathematics.

Taking place in late 2016, this process involved relatively unstructured conversations about the

PSII model along with a review of existing assessment resources. Interviews with the teaching

staff revealed an assessment process driven largely by conversations between students and

teachers, along with learner reflection and teacher observation of learning activities. These

activities, along with consensus driven educational team meetings—which took place on a

semesterly basis—served as evidence for the PSII administration to create reports that could both

satisfy the requirements of the BC MOE and their own competency-based graduation structure.

Literature Review

With a basic understanding of current assessment practices being used at the school, the

next stage of the research process focused on a preliminary examination of literature regarding

mathematical literacy and portfolio assessment. Using Google Scholar as the primary search

index, “mathematical”, “literacy”, and “assessment” were chosen as the requisite search terms

with no additional restrictions. This search resulted in extensive results, but few in the context of

secondary education. The terms “portfolio”, “assessment”, “competence”, and “secondary

education” were then added to the search, again using Google Scholar, similarly resulting in an

extremely broad selection of literature, most of which concerned applications of CBA in

post-secondary education (Abadel & Hattab, 2013; Bok et al., 2013; Gadbury-Amyot et al.,

2003; Gadbury-Amyot et al., 2014; Tzeng, 2004). Despite many of these initial results having

limited relevance in the K-12 context, a selection was chosen for further review, ultimately

serving as the basis for the portfolio-focussed CBA instrument that was used later in this study.
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The first of these applicable resources was a proposed competency-based portfolio

assessment framework developed by Dr. Chahid Fourali, a Senior Lecturer in Management at the

London Metropolitan University Business School. Intended for use in vocational training

environments (Fourali, 1994; 1997), the model incorporated the concept of fuzzy logic, or “the

logic underlying approximate, rather than exact, modes of reasoning” (Zadeh, 1988, p. 83), to

implement an 11-point fuzzy rating scale (see Figure 3) that could help evaluate sections of a

portfolio (e.g., Account of Experience, Witness Testimony) based on select perspectives, such as

authenticity and relevance. While not originally designed for use in a K-12 environment, the

interchangeability of perspectives used in the model, and its focus on reliability, presented a

unique opportunity to incorporate other relevant competence factors, such as those found in the

proposed graduation framework at PSII.

Figure 3.

Fuzzy Rating Scale for Portfolio Assessment

Note. Fuzzy Rating Scale. Reprinted from "Using Fuzzy Logic in Educational Measurement: The
Case of Portfolio Assessment" by Chahid Fourali, 1197, Evaluation & Research in Education,
11, p. 139. Copyright 1997 by Chahid Fourali. Reprinted with permission.
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While the work by Fourali (1994; 1997) was found to include the most detailed

description of a portfolio-based CBA instrument, this was not the case for literature examining

mathematical literacy in K-12 education. To this end, two specific resources were identified,

which presented mathematical literacy in a way that could be easily incorporated into the Fourali

(1994; 1997) model. The first of these was a report on “Danish Competencies and the Learning

of Mathematics (KOM) Project” (Niss & Jensen, 2002; 2011), an initiative of Denmark’s MOE

which sought to build a platform for in-depth reform of Danish math education. The final report,

published by Director Mogens Niss in 2002, identified eight converging areas of competence and

three interconnected dimensions of mastery, necessary for a student to demonstrate mathematical

competence. Similar to the model presented by Fourali (1994; 1997), this paper also included

incredibly useful visualizations for the pedagogical layperson, with the illustratrations presented

by Niss and Jensen (2011) demonstrating intersectionality of mathematical competence areas and

the process of progression towards mastery in an extremely accessible manner (see Figure 4).

Figure 4.

Visualizations of Mathematical Competency and Dimensions of Mastery
(a) (b)

Note. Visualization of (a) mathematical competency and (b) dimensions of mastery. Reprinted
from "Competencies and Mathematical Learning: Ideas and inspiration for the development of
mathematics teaching and learning in Denmark" by M.A. Niss & T.H. Jensen, 2011, Roskilde
Universitet, p. 41/141. Copyright 2011 by Mogens Niss. Reprinted with permission.
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Niss and Jensen’s (2002; 2011) competence areas and dimensions of mastery were later

redefined in the final resource, the OECD Programme for International Student Assessments’

(PISA) 2015 Assessment and Analytical Framework (OECD, 2016), an internationally

recognized assessment program targeted at 15-year old students around the globe.

Reconceptualized in the 2015 OECD-PISA framework as the seven fundamental mathematical

capabilities and three processes that constitute literacy in mathematics (see Figure 5), these two

variables would become vital aspects of the adapted form of Foureli’s (1994; 1997) framework

used in the PSII study. Providing a solid theoretical basis for the new CBA instrument, the use of

the OECD-PISA framework was a practical choice as well, helping to support the validity of the

tool—and hypothetically the likelihood results might be acceptable in mainstream K-12

institutions—due to the widely accepted nature of OECD-PISA results as a measure of STEM

literacy around the world.

Figure 5.

Mathematical Literacy as defined by OECD

Note. OECD Mathematical Literacy. Reprinted from "Conceptualisation of the Role of
Competencies, Knowing & Knowledge in Mathematics Education Research" by M.A. Niss, N.
Planas, R. Turner & J. A. Villa-Ochoa, 2017, ICME, p. 242.  CC BY 3.0.
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Developing a CBA Instrument

Utilizing the findings from the preliminary literature review, the next stage of the

research process involved the creation of a novel CBA instrument by the UVic research team.

Through this process, the proposed CBA framework introduced by Fourali (1994; 1997) was

adapted to use the processes and capabilities as outlined in the 2015 OECD-PISA framework.

Created using the Google Suite, and provided to participants as both an editable Google Sheet

and a fillable PDF document, the instrument included an area to assess each of the OECD-PISA

fundamental mathematical capabilities (further referred to as mathematical competency areas)

across each of the three OECD-PISA mathematical processes. As in the Fourali (1994; 1997)

fuzzy rating scale, 11 cells were provided in each of the competence categories on the form,

corresponding to the various competency development stages—along a continuum—moving

from beginning to developing, expanding, fluent and finally proficient (see Figure 6).

Figure 6.

Google Sheets Assessment Form: Version 1

Note. Cells in the assessment rows represent the fuzzy rating scale which would be populated by
adding an (x) in the appropriate squares for each competency area based on selected levels.
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This Learning Artifact Competency Assessment Form, which fundamentally broke down

mathematical literacy into 21 unique areas to be assessed (i.e., three processes for each of the

seven competency areas) allowed individuals to select the lowest and highest levels of

competence which they understood to be demonstrated through a given learning artifact along

the 11-point fuzzy rating scale. The instrument also included an opportunity for participants to

provide written comments to support their assessments for each of the artifacts examined, ideally

helping to increase the reliability and validity of the results. Finally, to support the use of this

new assessment instrument by a more general audience, the form was accompanied by a

single-page rubric—based on the 2015 PISA Mathematical Literacy Assessment Framework

(OECD, 2017, p. 71-72)—providing the relevant indicators expected to be present for learners to

demonstrate competence in each of the 21 mathematical competency areas (see Figure 7).

Figure 7.

Mathematical Competency Assessment Rubric
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This single-page rubric would be further extended prior to the commencement of the data

collection period in 2018 by participating mathematics educators at PSII, to include three

additional pages: one page expanding on each of the OECD-PISA mathematical processes (see

Appendix B). This extension was included in the study for two primary reasons. Firstly, it helped

to make language more accessible for students involved in the assessment process. Secondly, it

supported non-mathematics trained educators at PSII in use of the form who might have limited

experience with assessing the relevant secondary mathematics curriculum.

Testing of the Novel CBA Instrument

Participants. Considering the unique nature of assessment at PSII (i.e., the role of both

learners and educators in the assessment process) two groups of participants were recruited for

the study, with Group 1 representing current educators at PSII and Group 2 representing current

learners at the school in grades 9-12. Following Group 1 recruitment activities in 2017, which

involved numerous individual and group meetings with the PSII instructional team, six educators

submitted their consent to participate. This group included representation from both those trained

in, and responsible for, delivery of regular mathematics seminars to PSII learners, and

non-mathematics educators at the school interested in supporting the research.

Following the confirmation of Group 1 participants, recruitment of Group 2 participants

commenced in early 2018 through both in and after-school presentations supported by PSII

administration. These activities led to a total of 27 learners, and where necessary their guardians,

consenting to participate. To ensure confidentiality, all assessments were anonymized by the PSII

team prior to submission, assigned a unique identifying number (i.e., Learner 1) and having any

personally identifiable information redacted as per the ethics application (see Appendix D).
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Procedure. Intended to serve as a test of Fourali’s (1994; 1997) theoretical assessment

framework in a real-world learning environment, participants were provided significant freedom

regarding their use of the CBA instrument during the data collection period. This period

commenced in February 2018 and concluded in April 2018, with exception of the two-week

spring break that took place between March 16th and April 4th. Following initial meetings which

introduced the assessment instrument and framework, participants were provided with detailed

instructions regarding form completion and submission. These instructions most notably

included that the tool was not intended to replace any of the current assessment processes, and as

such was not a necessity to complete for every assessment related to mathematical literacy.

With copies of the form available digitally, and a summary of the instructions sent to the

educational lead at the school, participants were encouraged to make use of the CBA instrument

wherever practical to assess a wide variety of learning artifacts, not only those created in a math

context. Additionally, participants were informed that multiple forms could be completed for the

same learning artifact by different participants, including students themselves. For any learning

artifact assessed, participants were instructed to provide researchers with a copy of associated

instructional materials linked to its creation, along with an image or copy of the artifact, and any

additional learner reflections or assessment notes made around the assessment.

In the instructions provided to the PSII educational team lead, participants were told to,

based on their understanding of the annotated rubrics provided (see Appendix C), identify

relevant fundamental capabilities they felt had been demonstrated through the learning artifact,

and assess that capability in the appropriate table cells based on the mathematical processes

observed. When assigning marks along the fuzzy rating scale (i.e., competency continuum) for
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each category, participants were instructed to identify the lowest and highest levels of

competence demonstrated therein, adding a continuous spread of marks between those points.

While not mandatory, participants were also provided with the opportunity to provide comments

in addition to, or in place of, the fuzzy rating scale in any given category. Following completion

of the assessment form, the document and all supporting information was to be either emailed to

the research team or left with PSII administration to be collected in person.

To help study participants understand the workflow of the new CBA process, training

was provided prior to the start of the data collection period. This training involved the use of a

sample learning artifact created at the school (i.e., a dress design) to demonstrate how the

assessment process would work in a real-life scenario. During this training, after having the

artifact described in a mock assessment conversation, participants were provided with the

potential mathematical competencies (i.e., devising strategies for solving problems) that might

align with designing the dress. They were then shown how to use the rubric to determine which

fundamental processes might be evident, and finally how to complete the fuzzy rating scale.

Initial Results

After reviewing the submissions provided by PSII administration following the end of the

data collection period in April 2018, 23 individual forms were found to be completed. All had

utilized the Google Sheets template provided rather than the fillable PDF form. Representing

evaluation of 63% of the possible Group 2 participants, these forms were created and completed

by four of the six educators, with two of those six members facilitating approximately 70% of

the assessments, and the others divided evenly between the remaining two educators. Of the 17

students for whom assessments were completed, only three were assessed more than once over
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the study period, with no two assessments completed for the same learning artifact, and only two

students assessed by the same educator on multiple occasions. No forms submitted had been

completed as either self or peer-assessments by any of the Group 1 participants. Additionally,

while details concerning the learning artifacts associated with each submission were provided,

additional attachments (i.e., images of the original artifact) were provided in only four cases.

Despite the lack of access to the original learning artifacts for more than 80% of the

forms submitted, a review of the Description of Artifact and written comments on the CBA

instruments found assessments to involve mathematical literacy demonstrated across a wide

variety of subject areas. To further investigate this finding, each of the 23 forms were analyzed

and correlated to existing courses in the BC secondary curriculum. These results show that while

mathematics remained the most common subject area related to the assessments, representing

43% of the total submissions, learning artifacts assessed using the CBA instrument in the study

could be linked to nine additional subject areas in the BC secondary curriculum. These subjects

included Chemistry, Physics, Psychology, Physical Geography, Engineering, Computer

Programming, Media Design, Music and Culinary Arts. A detailed overview of the assessment

forms submitted as part of the 2018 PSII study as completed by each educator and broken down

by learner and subject area, can be found in Figure 8.
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Figure 8.

PSII Study Assessment Submissions by Educator, Learner and Subject Area

Learner 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Educator A 1 1 1
Educator B 1
Educator C 1 1 1 1 1
Educator D 1 1 1
Educator E
Educator F

Learner 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Educator A 1
Educator B 1
Educator C 1 1
Educator D 1 1
Educator E
Educator F

Learner 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Educator A 1
Educator B
Educator C 1 1
Educator D 1 1
Educator E
Educator F

Math Chemistry Physical
Geography Physics Media Design

Culinary Arts Psychology Engineering Music Computer
Programming

Note. Psychology is not a course outlined in the formal BC curriculum documents but it can be
found as a Board Authority Authorized (BAA) Course in many school districts across BC.
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Much as there was variability in the subject areas related to the submissions, there was

also extensive variability concerning the content of the assessment forms themselves. To this

end, more than 90% of the submissions were found to show use of a combination of comments

and the competency continuum, with examples of both comments and competency continuum

alone found as well. Noting a trend towards the use of less comments and a shorter spread of

marks along the fuzzy rating scale as the data collection period progressed, analysis also revealed

educators to be extremely conservative in their use of the continuum spread as a whole. This was

reflected in only 30% of educator submissions demonstrating a spread of more than five marks

along the continuum, and an average spread of three. While the use of the fuzzy rating scale

within individual categories of competence was seemingly conservative, this was not reflected in

how often they were used to assess competence across the 21 available categories. This was seen

in 90% of the form submissions assessing a learning artifact across all three of the mathematical

processes, and 70% of the forms assessing six or more of the seven mathematical capabilities.

In addition to the form submissions themselves, further anecdotal data was collected

following the formal data collection period in April 2018, through verbal and written comments

provided by Group 1 participants. This data came through a request for participating educators to

provide qualitative feedback on how the form usage had impacted their regular assessment

practices. While this feedback was limited to only a handful of participants, it specifically noted

that more time was being spent on completing the assessments as opposed to regular assessment

practices, including time outside of the school day. This resulted in these forms often taking the

place of the type of assessment notes an educator might normally use. This additional time was

reportedly due to two main factors. The first of these was the extensive delineation of math
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literacy into the 21 categories, complexity which made the process of determining areas of

assessment and note-taking much more cumbersome. The second reason was that educators

involved in the study were attempting to craft notes that could be easily understood by the

research team. This second finding, which highlighted the impact of the “behaviour-modifying

effects of being the subject of a social investigation” (Wickström & Bendix, 2000, p.1)—also

known as the Hawthorne Effect—was particularly troubling, as it elucidated the potential for

other mitigating biases which may have not been accounted for in the original study design.

Summary of Chapter 2.

This chapter reviewed the implementation of a modified version of the Fourali (1994;

1997) competency assessment framework at PSII in 2018, seeking to examine the first of four

primary research questions involved in this project. Specifically:

1. How can the assessment process in a highly-personalized and interdisciplinary K-12

learning environment be adjusted to incorporate competencies more efficiently?

Building on the observation-centric CBA system already in place at PSII, the Google

Sheets based form developed for the study was intended to supplement the extensive note-taking

and documentation already used for mathematics assessment at the school. Incorporating the

capabilities and processes from 2015 OECD-PISA Assessment Framework, the CBA instrument

aimed to provide a way to more accurately assess student progression through a competency

continuum in math. With more than 50% of the schools full-time teaching staff and 20% of the

student population consenting to participate in the study, 23 assessments were submitted over the

course of the nearly two month data collection period. Data from these submissions showcased

the interdisciplinary nature of mathematical literacy, and revealed aspects of the assessment
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model to have significant potential in the PSII learning environment, particularly when supported

with additional time and the necessary resources to fully understand the CBA process. Results,

however, also identified significant issues with both the study design and the instrument itself,

particularly concerning the complexity of categorizing feedback related to learning artifacts.

Ultimately, despite a focus on increasing validity and reliability of math assessment at PSII, the

study revealed a lack of evidence that this tool was effective in either case, with the issues

surrounding efficiency and clarity limiting the ability for multiple assessments to be completed.

The prevalence of these issues highlighted additional research which was required not

only around the use of this instrument in an active interdisciplinary teaching environment, but

also around some of the core assumptions underlying its creation and use at PSII, including:

1. What are the established best practices for assessment in competency-based education?

2. Are portfolios effective assessment tools for use in competency-based education?

3. What are appropriate frameworks to use when assessing mathematical competency?

These questions then served as the impetus for the next stage of the research process,

which aimed to both improve efficiency of the tool for use across the K-12 educational

landscape, as well as to provide a more solid theoretical understanding of some of the core

pedagogical components related to its usage (i.e., portfolios and competencies).
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Chapter 3: Post-Study Literature Review

Following completion of the data collection period in April 2018, initial results were

provided to the wider academic community in the form of a conference presentation at the third

Creative Mathematical Science Communication (CMSC) Conference in Wellington, New

Zealand (MacLean et al., 2018). Providing an overview of the research project to date, this

presentation outlined successes and challenges of the study, as well as recommendations on how

to make use of the tool more efficient for teachers in K-12 institutions. With the associated

conference paper shared with the PSII administration team following the conference, in August

2018 research was postponed indefinitely due to availability of researchers involved in the

project. This included, most notably, the primary researcher (i.e., myself) who returned to

undergraduate studies at UVic to pursue a Diploma in Secondary Teacher Education, intended to

gain a better understanding of the challenges facing teachers in the modern classroom.

Scope of Literature.

Resuming in January 2020 following my completion of the diploma program, and

building on lessons learned from the 2018 PSII study, the next stage of the project focused on a

more thorough exploration of scholarly research concerning portfolio-focussed CBA in

secondary education. Recognizing the lack of relevant literature identified using Google Scholar

in the first stages of the project, the search terms were revisited using the UVic Libraries

Summon 2.0 search engine, with the selected phrases revised to include “competency

assessment”, “mathematics”, “secondary education”, and “portfolios”. Limiting the results to

only scholarly and peer-reviewed journal articles published since 2015, a very small selection of

literature was again identified, with results continuing to focus on assessment practices in
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post-secondary education. Expanding the search to include publications since 2010 increased the

articles significantly, but again, a limited number were relevant to the topic.

Based on these results, an appropriate scope of literature was determined to be any

scholarly journal articles covering the topic of portfolio-focused CBA across all levels of

education. Building on the literature identified during the initial stages of the PSII study, a total

of 20 empirical studies were selected for this review, all of which addressed CBA practices in

secondary or post-secondary education, with 14 specifically addressing the use of portfolios in

the competency assessment process. Additional academic and vocational literature was also

included to provide background context for the review, and to support discussions related to the

findings in these empirical studies. Research items selected prioritized scholarly, peer-reviewed

literature published since 2000, but allowed for the inclusion of additional research deemed

relevant to the topic of CBA, resulting in a selection of literature dating from 1973-2019.

Purpose of the Review

The purpose of the literature review was to further explore the use of educational

portfolios to assess mathematical competency development in secondary schools, building on the

initial stages of the research project regarding the implementation of a portfolio-based

assessment system at PSII (MacLean et al., 2018). This was accomplished by examining current

practices related to assessment in CBE, examining how educational portfolios are effectively

used for assessment in those learning environments, and exploring the concept of mathematical

literacy through a competency lens. Having jumped very quickly into the PSII project in 2018,

the objective of this review was to take a step back from creating an instrument to support

existing processes at the school, and instead explore whether some of those processes were even
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appropriate to assess mathematical literacy development in such an environment. To this end,

this literature review focussed on three major inquiry questions:

1. What are the established best practices for assessment in competency-based education?

2. Are portfolios effective assessment tools for use in competency-based education?

3. What is the appropriate framework to use when assessing mathematical competency?

Competency Assessment in Education

Even a cursory exploration of an academic database or a popular search engine leaves

little doubt of the popularity of CBE in 21st century higher education (Cates et al., 2020;

McGuire & Lay, 2019; Tonni et al., 2020), with publications such as the Journal of

Competency-Based Education dedicated entirely to disseminating such research, and noteworthy

journals from the Journal of Technical Education and Training to Medical Teacher publishing

extensively on the topic. When exploring practical applications of CBA, however, particularly

outside of post-secondary education environments, the literature is much more limited, with the

“steep price in time and personnel resources” (Spady, 1977, p. 11) and the resulting exhaustion

for teachers (Sullivan & Downey, 2015) identified as major challenges for its implementation at

the secondary level. While this evidence certainly presents a window into the lack of empirical

literature on CBA in K-12, there remains a significant problem, as with few research studies

available for reference, it is difficult to understand how a CBA framework might be successfully

implemented in a secondary learning environment like PSII. As a result, this first section of the

review is focussed on an exploration of the best practices for CBA in any educational context,

with the objective of gaining a broader understanding of how the CBA practices used in

post-secondary education may apply to the implementation of similar practices in K-12.
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Criterion-Sampling. When examining literature related to the implementation of CBA,

research stretches back more than forty years, arguably beginning with the work of preeminent

American Psychologist Dr. David McClelland and his 1973 paper Testing for competence rather

than for intelligence. In this paper, McClelland (1973) argued that educational “tests should

assess competencies involved in clusters of life outcomes” (p. 9) using observation of real-life

task performance, rather than performance on written tests, to infer competence. While

McClelland did not provide specific detail around the practical implementation of his theory,

more than 30 years later, Stanford University Graduate School of Education emeritus professor

Dr. Richard J. Shavelson provided the answer, with his criterion-sampling approach outlined in

the 2010 article On an Approach to Testing and Modeling Competence.

In this article, Shavelson (2010) proposed that measurement of competency should

involve an individual's “overt performance on tasks that ... may be conceived as samples of

real-life ‘criterion’ situations” (p. 84) in order to be a reflective measure of an individual's

competency (Shavelson, 2013). While Shavelson’s (2010) method built on established strategies

for the assessment of competence at the time (Watson, 1994), and could be supported by various

existing vocational training programs, he also identified resources challenges in creating such

practical testing scenarios, a factor which may help explain the lack of empirical literature on its

practical use. Instead, another, more natural form of observation—workplace based assessment

(WBA)—is found much more commonly across the CBA literature. With numerous studies from

modern medical education presenting an alternative application of McClelland's (1973)

competence testing theory, this WBA model demonstrates applicability across a much larger

cross-section of the educational spectrum (Bok et al., 2013; Fielding et al., 2019).
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Workplace Based Assessment. Unlike Shavelson’s criterion-sampling method, which

required the selection and creation of representative scenarios for competency assessment, WBA

approaches described in the literature are presented as far less onerous (Bok et al., 2013; Fielding

et al., 2019). This is particularly true in terms of preparation, with assessors in WBA identifying

pre-determined natural opportunities for students to be observed in actual work environments.

The methods in WBA also differ in terms of the scale of the assessment, with Shavelson’s (2013)

model providing a cross-sectional view of an individual's competence at time of measurement,

while WBA approaches provide a more longitudinal view, with multiple assessments collected

over a period of time and aggregated to support the assessment of competence.

Though this review focused on only a few examples, WBA models can be found across

the medical education literature from nursing to veterinary science. In these models the

professional activities to be assessed—and the relevant observable competence milestones—are

defined by governing regulatory bodies, and presented in a developmental manner based on the

stage of training and area of specialization (Bok et al., 2013; Rich et al., 2019). These regular,

low-stakes workplace-based observations are then used not only in a formative way to guide

student development, but through their aggregation and review by a “competence committee”

(Rich et al., 2019, p. 1089), to summatively determine an individual's possession of selected

professional competencies.

While the specific instruments used in WBA approaches were not described in all

identified literature, two relevant studies noted that level of competency was assessed using a

likert-style scale, supported by written feedback and collected in a digital portfolio (Bok et al.,

2013; Rich et al., 2019). Further investigation into these scales, described in the Royal College of
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Physicians and Surgeons of Canada’s Competency By Design framework as an “entrustability

scale” (2017, p. 2), revealed levels of competence based primarily on the amount of supervision

required, highlighting the focus in these medical contexts on competency development that

moves an individual towards professional, unsupervised practice (McMurray et al., 2017).

Self-Reflection. While observation appeared as the cornerstone of the competency

assessment processes in medical education, an element of self-reflection was also present in

these contexts as well. Indeed, at least one example in the literature clearly describes that

students should use assessment results to help them in the development of their own personal

learning or development plans (Rich et al., 2019). Though not directly impacting the summative

assessment of competence in medical models such as Competency by Design (RCPSC, 2017),

elsewhere in the educational literature, reflective practices are much more prevalent in the CBA

process. Examples of this include self-assessment as presented in a Tiawanese study on nursing

education as a potential solution to reliability and validity concerns (Tzeng, 2004), along with

organizations like the American Psychological Association (APA) stating that “self-reflection

and self-assessment are key components of the assessment of competence” (Kaslow et al., 2007,

p. 445). That said, while some educational literature suggests that the assessment of competency

by means of self-assessment “is widely adopted and acknowledged among education personnel

worldwide” (Kopaiboon et al., 2014, p. 1804); multiple studies have also demonstrated a

tendency of students to significantly over or underestimate their own level of competency (Lind

et al., 2002; Abadel & Hattab, 2013). This inaccuracy of estimation in turn has resulted in the

general recommendation from educational scholars that self-assessment activities are much more

useful for formative assessment, rather than to be used in the determination of competency
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(Leutner et al., 2008). Nonetheless, reflection continues to be an important component of many

competency assessment practices across the literature, particularly alongside evidence submitted

by individuals to regulatory bodies as a part of their professional development process, and in the

assessment of prior learning in higher education (Byrne et al., 2009).

Prior Achievement. While direct observation of students during the learning process,

either naturally or through simulation, appears as the preferred method for CBA across much of

the medical and other vocational literature, the same can not be said for all of higher education.

Here assessment of prior learning appears much more regularly in discussions on CBE

(Camacho & Legare, 2016; Tate & Keir-Collins, 2013) and in the suggested best practices for

CBE over nearly 30 years (McClarty, & Gaertner, 2015; Watson, 1994). In fact, the concept of

PLAR in post-secondary education dates back to at least to the late 1940s in the United States, as

a method used by the government to provide access to higher education for veterans of World

War II (Camacho & Legare, 2016). Evolving extensively since early those post-war days, prior

learning assessment in the 21st century is much more widely accessible across post-secondary

education, with numerous methods—ranging from oral presentations to challenge

examinations—used by students to demonstrate their possession of required knowledge and

skills to receive credit from a CBE practicing institution (Joosten-Ten Brinke et al., 2008).

That said, while numerous PLAR assessment methods are detailed across the educational

literature, empirical studies have primarily focused on only the most popular of the assessment

tools used in the evaluation of prior learning across higher education: individualized portfolio

reviews (Joosten-Ten Brinke et al., 2008; Tate & Keir-Collins, 2013). Differing from the

portfolios described in many of the medical WBA studies, which were primarily tools to store
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the results of observational assessments of work-related tasks, portfolios elsewhere in the CBA

literature are defined much more broadly, as “a composition of work that a learner has selected

and collected to show knowledge, skills or competencies” including “the reflections of the

learner on the selected and collected work” (Joosten-Ten Brinke et al., 2008, p. 57). Even

appearing in a small selection of the medical and vocational literature (Byrne et al., 2009;

Fourali, 1997), these more open-ended portfolios appear to reflect a larger selection of the best

practices identified for CBA, providing support for their use in a K-12 environment like PSII.

Summary. With a history dating back more than 40 years, CBA has evolved

considerably for use in 21st century education, building on the primarily observational methods

introduced by McClelland (1973), to incorporate evidence including student reflection and

artifacts of prior learning in the determination of competence. Highlighting the multi-faceted

nature of the competency development process, and the role portfolios play in CBE, these CBA

best practices demonstrate two important findings related to our research. Firstly, they

demonstrate the appropriateness of the methodology that is used at PSII, and that was

investigated in the 2018 study. Secondly, they demonstrate the need for change in assessment

practices in K-12 contexts looking to adopt a CBE model. With this general utility of CBE and

portfolios supported, the next question to be addressed in the review concerned the effectiveness

of portfolios for assessment in these CBE learning environments.

Effectiveness of Portfolios in Assessment

While research on CBA predates that of educational portfolios by nearly a decade, the

two topics have followed a similar path of growth in the academic literature, with the use of

portfolios in higher education dating back at least 30 years to the now defunct journal New
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Directions for Experiential Learning (Serling, 1980). Since those early references, portfolios

have become a growing topic of research, with practical guides published on a nearly annual

basis, and journal articles continuing to connect the use of portfolios to both PLAR and CBA.

Considering this apparent connection between portfolios and CBE, and the proposal by

PSII to use digital portfolios in their CBA model, exploring their effectiveness in the assessment

of competency seemed an appropriate second question to consider in the literature review.

Reliability, validity and practicality were chosen as quality assessment measures to examine as

part of this process, based on both the regular reference to these three concepts in empirical

studies, and on assessment best-practices as presented in the scholarly literature (Ormrod, 2003).

Reliability. The APA defines reliability as “the trustworthiness or consistency of a

measure,” or “the degree to which a test or other measurement instrument is free of random error,

yielding the same results across multiple applications to the same sample” (American

Psychological Association, n.d.-b). As evident from this description, the nature of reliability in

educational assessment is multi-faceted. That said, despite the importance of both internal and

external reliability to the development and use of an assessment instrument, much of the

empirical literature found in this review was dedicated to examining the external factors, in

particular inter-rater reliability, or “the extent to which independent evaluators produce similar

ratings in judging the same abilities or characteristics in the same target person or object”

(American Psychological Association, n.d.-a).

A representative example of this focus on inter-rater reliability can be found in a recent

study which examined the portfolio assessment system being implemented in two dental schools

in the United States of America (Gadbury-Amyot et al., 2014). Similar to many of the CBA
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systems outlined earlier in this paper, the portfolios examined in this study allowed for the use of

a variety of learning artifacts including observations, patient notes, exams and reflections.

However, unlike the models presented elsewhere in which learning artifacts are evaluated

individually and then aggregated (Bok et al., 2013; Rich et al., 2019), in this study assessors

examined the portfolio in its entirety, determining competency through a collaborative

assessment process. Findings from the study revealed that while results had low reliability with a

single assessor, inter-rater reliability increased significantly with the presence of a second

assessor, allowing for the use of fewer individual criteria in the measurement of competency. A

later study (Castanelli et al., 2018) further supported this positive impact of multiple assessors,

using another portfolio assessment model involving aggregation of formative assessments. This

study found that when assessments facilitated by multiple trained assessors were prioritized, only

15 learning artifact assessments were needed to meet the minimum required reliability for

high-stakes summative assessment of competency, with just 9 needed for effective use in

lower-stakes formative assessments.

Validity. Similar to reliability, validity is a complex measure in educational assessment,

defined as “the degree to which empirical evidence and theoretical rationales support the

adequacy and appropriateness of conclusions drawn from some form of assessment” (American

Psychological Association, n.d.-c). More succinctly this means validity concerns whether an

instrument actually measures what it is intended to measure. This measurement encompasses

numerous aspects, from whether a test accurately measures the concept that it is intended to

measure (i.e., construct validity) to whether the results of a given test correlated to a different test

of the same thing (i.e., criterion validity). Much as with reliability, most of the empirical studies
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found in this review explored very few aspects of validity, with the validity of educational

portfolio assessment being limited in scope, and even fewer in the context of CBE. Despite these

limitations, however, empirical research identified on CBA using portfolios tended to support at

least the measure of criterion validity (Gadbury-Amyot et al., 2003), with a smaller 2012 study

on the use of web-based portfolio’s at a Chinese high school (Chang & Wu, 2013), finding that

portfolio scores to be highly correlated with standardized achievement test scores. This is a

finding which certainly helps to support the validity of these tools for CBA in general, and their

use in the educational assessment context at PSII.

Practicality. While much of the discussion about the value of assessment seems focussed

on reliability and validity, even the most valid and reliable tool, if impractical for use in the

classroom, can be ineffective. This idea is reflected across much of the literature related to the

development of classroom assessments, with educational scholars recognizing that “time is a

limited commodity for teachers, and the pace of classrooms is hectic. Assessments should not

detract from energy that is needed for instruction and other professional activities” (McMillan,

1999, p. 9). Brown and Abeywickrama (2010) even went so far as to define practicality in

assessments as needing to satisfy five discrete criteria, namely to: stay within budgetary limits,

be completed by the test-taker within appropriate time constraints, have clear directions for

administration, appropriately utilize available human resources, not exceed available material

resources, and consider the time and effort involved for both design and scoring (p. 33).

With this in mind, and considering the positive view of portfolio assessment as it relates

to validity and reliability demonstrated in the empirical literature (Chang & Wu, 2013;

Gadbury-Amyot et al., 2003), practicality presents as a likely factor influencing the lack of use of
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portfolio assessment in the K-12 classroom. Kalaw (2016) investigated this hypothesis in the

context of secondary mathematics specifically, exploring factors influencing the use of portfolio

assessment in mathematics by high school and college instructors in the Philippines. Her results

showed that the considerable time needed for assessment was the leading factor limiting

educators from using portfolio assessment in their classroom, with the additional time needed for

planning instructional activities and to develop grading rubrics identified as compounding

factors. While Kalaw’s (2016) study was limited in scope, surveying only 35 filipino educators,

her results supported other relevant studies found in North American literature (Wolfe & Miller,

1997), with a recent study of more than a thousand Canadian K-12 educators also finding that

just 19% of teachers used portfolio assessment in their practice (Suurtamm et al., 2010).

Summary. With empirical evidence across educational contexts supporting the validity

of portfolios, but the necessity for multiple assessors to increase reliability, their use as it relates

to the 2018 PSII study appears to be supported by the literature. This is despite issues concerning

time constraints, which were echoed in the 2018 study results. With this question addressed, the

final stage of this literature review concerned an exploration of the most appropriate framework

to use when assessing mathematical competency in such a learning environment.

Defining a Competency Framework

Defined broadly by PSII in their graduation framework as “a working knowledge of the

language of math, including what numbers and other symbols mean, how space (both real and

imaginary) can be explored and described through math, and choosing mathematical strategies to

solve problems effectively” (PSII, n.d.-b), the definition of mathematical literacy differs
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significantly across the academic literature. In fact, the terms literacy and competency are often

used interchangeably in discussions of CBA in mathematics.

Considering this lack of clarity, and the need for more detailed criteria to effectively

implement the types of portfolio-based assessment practices identified in the literature, the final

question in this review set out to determine which mathematical competency framework was the

most appropriate for use in CBA. This was in turn, to explore whether it had been correct to

choose the OECD-PISA framework for the 2018 PSII study. To this end, three frameworks were

identified in the empirical literature examined during this review, with the Danish KOM Project

(KOM), the Mathematical Competencies Research Framework (MCRF) and OECD-PISA

Mathematical Literacy Assessment Framework explored in the following section.

Danish KOM Project. Despite being a framework with minimal support from published

empirical research, the Danish KOM study (Niss & Jensen, 2002; 2011) is one of the most

widely cited when examining the applications of CBA in mathematics. Undertaken under the

direction of a committee of the Dutch MOE in 2000, the purpose of the study was to explore

current practices in mathematics learning and assessment in Denmark, and determine what, if

anything, could be done to make improvements to the system. Directed by former Secretary

General of the International Commission on Mathematics Instruction, and member of the

OECD-PISA mathematics expert group, Dr. Mogen Niss, the study defined eight competencies

and corresponding objectives required to demonstrate mathematical competence. These

competencies included: thinking mathematically; posing and solving mathematical problems;

modelling mathematically; reasoning mathematically; representing mathematical entities;
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handling mathematical symbols and formalisms; communicating in, with, and about

mathematics; and making use of aids and tools (Niss & Jensen, 2002; 2011).

Beyond defining the competencies themselves, the authors went even further in their

discussion around competency development, describing necessary facets to consider for

assessment, noting degree of coverage, radius of action, and technical level as the three

dimensions through which progression towards mastery could be measured (Niss & Jensen,

2002; 2011). Despite its apparent popularity, however, with the study cited in more than 700

academic articles, and the results translated to English nearly a decade after the initial

publication (Niss & Jensen, 2011), almost no empirical evidence could be found supporting or

negating the value of the framework. Indeed, even the authors themselves cited challenges to the

implementation of assessment using this type of multi-dimensional model (Niss & Jensen, 2011).

This is particularly evident, as stated by the KOM Project report (Niss & Jensen, 2011) co-author

Dr. Tomas Højgaard Jensen (2007) through issues stemming from a historical focus on technical

level in mathematics education, and an apparent desire by practitioners to use simple assessment

tools rather than the complex instruments required for this innovative framework.

Mathematical Competencies Research Framework. While certainly not as widely

cited as the Danish KOM study, the Mathematical Competencies Research Framework (MCRF),

was a second framework identified in the empirical literature as potentially holding value in the

development of a competency assessment instrument at PSII. Introduced in a conference paper at

the mathematics education research seminar in Stockholm, Sweden (Lithner et al., 2010), the

MCRF described mathematical competency as encompassing problem solving, reasoning,

procedural, representation, connection, and communication competencies. The model also
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sought to incorporate some aspect of multi-dimensionality, with the facets of Interpret, Do and

Use, and Judge identified as the three competency-related activities (CRAs) which must be

exhibited by a student to demonstrate mathematical competence.

While many of the studies exploring the use of the MCRF have yet to be translated to

English (Bergqvist et al., 2010), the model has been referenced by various recent empirical

studies (Mellroth, 2015), including one in particular from the Scandinavian Journal of

Educational Research (Boesen et al., 2018). In this study, which provides support for its validity,

authors highlighted that competencies in the MCRF could be found in a significant portion of

test items on the Swedish national tests in mathematics, despite those tools providing little

evidence of assessment of reasoning and reflection, key components of the CRAs.

OECD-PISA Framework. While identification of empirical research was limited

concerning the implementation of the Danish KOM project and the MCRF, this review found

that the concepts presented in both were key facets of one of the most highly referenced

mathematical competency assessment frameworks in use today, the OECD-PISA Mathematical

Literacy Framework. Identified as mathematical skills in the original 2000 OECD-PISA

framework (Niss, 2015), the 2015 version used for the PSII study continued to make use of the

KOM findings, with the Assessment and Analytical Framework document stating specifically

that “the PISA 2015 framework uses a modified formulation of this set of capabilities” (OECD,

2017) a term which they use interchangeably with competency as defined by Niss and his

colleagues (Niss & Jensen, 2011). Condensing the original eight competencies defined by Niss

and Jensen (2011) into seven fundamental mathematical capabilities, the 2015 OECD-PISA

model also incorporated the three-dimensional nature of the KOM framework into their
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determination of literacy, with (i) formulating situations mathematically, (ii) employing

mathematical concepts, facts, procedures and reasoning, and (iii) interpreting, applying and

evaluating mathematical outcomes, described as the processes through which each of the

fundamental capabilities must be exhibited to demonstrate mathematical literacy (OECD, 2017).

Considering how closely the development of the PISA framework is linked with the findings of

the KOM study, it was surprising to discover a 2019 article from the International Journal of

Science and Mathematics Education which found that the OECD-PISA test did not significantly

measure all of the competencies defined in the KOM framework (Pettersen & Braeken, 2017).

Specifically, results from this study showed that “the demands for Representation, and to some

extent Mathematising, appear[ed] almost absent in the teachers’ ratings” of the 84 assessment

items examined from the 2012 PISA administered in Norway (p. 419).

Summary. While a review of scholarly literature concerning both the KOM study and

MCRF identified evidence to support their use in mathematical literacy assessment, the lack of

empirical research or usage outside of Europe leaves questions around their applicability in the

North American context of PSII. These concerns, combined with the OECD-PISA framework

having been administered seven times over the last 20 years in more than 80 countries, with

more than 500,000 students completing it in 2015 alone (OECD, 2016), seems to provide the

strongest support for its appropriateness as framework to use when assessing mathematical

literacy, further supporting its selection for the CBA instrument used in the 2018 PSII study.

Summary of Chapter 3.

This chapter reviewed scholarly literature regarding the use of portfolios for CBA in

secondary and post-secondary education environments, seeking to gain perspective on findings
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from the 2018 PSII case study. This perspective was gained through the exploration of three

interrelated research questions on assessment in CBE environments. Specifically:

1. What are the established best practices for assessment in competency-based education?

2. Are portfolios effective assessment tools for use in competency-based education?

3. What is the appropriate framework to use when assessing mathematical competency?

Based on evidence presented in the 20 empirical studies reviewed, we found that while

there is support for the use of portfolio-based assessment in CBE environments, significant

issues exist concerning assessment-related workload associated with the use of portfolios in

mathematics education. Therefore, it is necessary to take appropriate measures to decrease this

workload, by adapting best practices from educational environments in which portfolios have

been successfully implemented in CBE at scale. In particular, this includes the use of strategies

such as the aggregation of multiple, low-stakes formative assessments for use in summative

assessment, to ease workload challenges associated with the competency assessment process.

Empirical evidence also supported the use of the OECD-PISA Mathematical Literacy

framework in the development of the mathematical competency assessment instrument used at

PSII, presenting it as the most established of three frameworks examined, and one which

incorporates the beneficial aspects of each. While the literature did not directly support the use of

portfolios in the CBA processes in secondary math education, considering the lack of available

research, evidence of validity limitations of standardized tests, and the extensive use of portfolio

assessment in CBE, there is evidentiary support for its use in such an environment like PSII.
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Chapter 4: Iterative Development and Implementation

With the literature review providing support for the use of CBA and portfolios in the

mathematics-related assessment processes at PSII, by far one of the most significant challenges

remaining was the practicality of implementing such an assessment model at scale. Noting that

aggregation of lower-stakes formative assessments was a key factor to improving this type of

feasibility elsewhere, the weight of this remaining challenge was further emphasized by the fact

that no tools had been developed as part of this inquiry process to collate results or evaluate the

stage of competency development in this way. With this focus on practicality at the forefront, and

using classroom experience and evidence from the empirical literature as a guide, the final stage

of research into CBA at PSII involved data-driven iteration on the original form design. This

iteration process aimed to make the tool more accessible to learners, and more valuable as a

resource for educators to guide learner progression through the competency continuum.

Taking part in multiple stages over the course of more than three years, this development

process is outlined in the following chapter, showcasing the features and rationale behind each of

the three main revisions to the original assessment tool: (i) Google Sheets Version 2 (ii) Mobile

Application Concept, and (iii) Google Sheets Version 3. Moving from the relatively simple

modifications to the form made immediately following the data collection period in 2018, to the

most recent version developed in 2021, each new revision is iterative, responding to challenges

identified in earlier versions. These changes also take advantage of knowledge gained through

practical classroom experience, additional research, and independent updates to the competency

assessment framework at PSII since 2018.
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Version 2 of the Google Sheets Assessment Form

Created immediately following the PSII study in 2018, the first revision to the Google

Sheets based assessment form responded primarily to anecdotal comments from participating

educators. These comments had identified difficulty in both delineating feedback into so many

areas, as well as limiting feedback comments to such discrete categories. Noting the

intersectionality of the many different mathematical competency areas, as so eloquently

illustrated by Niss and Jensen (2011), the resulting iteration saw the removal of individual

comment areas for each of the 21 original categories of competence, combining these into eight

extended boxes corresponding only to the mathematical competency areas (see Figure 9).

Figure 9.

Google Sheets Assessment Form: Version 2

Note. Cells in the assessment rows represent the fuzzy rating scale which would be populated by
adding an (x) in the appropriate squares for each competency area based on selected levels.
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These initial changes to the form, while seemingly surface level, helped address what

would later be attributed to the concept of choice overload or “a scenario in which the

complexity of the decision problem faced by an individual exceeds the individual's cognitive

resources” (Chernev et al., 2015, p. 335). Reducing the number of assessment variables per form

from nearly 50 to approximately 30, Version 2 of the Google Sheets assessment form greatly

reduced the factors an assessor needed to consider in completing a form, while also helping

provide clarity to where the focus of assessment should be, on meaningful (rather than granular)

feedback. Also contributing to a reduction in complexity, while not visible on the revised form

itself, were additional restrictions on the number of marks which could be assigned along each of

the fuzzy rating scales. Originally possible—at least in theory—for an assessor to distribute

marks across all 11 boxes, making the fuzzy standard deviation (Fourali, 1997) an extremely

important additional measure, this revision limited the maximum spread in any continuum to just

three boxes, leaning on the findings from the PSII study which saw an average of three used.

Ultimately a practical decision, this additional change reduced complexity and the

potential for unintentional human error, while also allowing for more efficient aggregation of

marks in a way that stayed true to the fuzzy nature of the model. It also resulted in a reduction in

the variability of mark spreads in a single continuum from more than 40 to only 9 discrete

variations. This reduction was especially valuable from a reporting perspective, as it enabled the

direct translation of the results in each continuum to a more traditional nine-point stanine grading

scale. This was particularly noteworthy as it would allow for individual areas to be converted to

a letter or percentage score without the need for aggregation. While such a use of the form would

operate against best-practices from the literature, considering that no work had been done to
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build the necessary systems to process the form data at scale, this change would allow for each

area to also be a valuable stand-alone evaluation instrument, similar to a traditional rubric.

Mobile Application Concept

While Version 2 of the Google Sheets based assessment instrument certainly reduced

complexity, with 30 individual areas remaining to be completed on each form, the overchoice

issue was yet to be fully addressed. Changes in this second version had also failed to address the

manual amalgamation issues, and challenges from the 2018 PSII study involving the connection

of learning artifacts to specific competencies. With addressing these remaining challenges vital

to creating a more effective tool, but the UVic team lacking the experience to address them

through the Google Sheets format, it was evident that further ideation was required. The result of

this ideation, in late 2018, was less a practical and more aspirational revision to both previous

versions of the form, a mobile application concept which envisioned how the tool might work

given more purpose-built functionality than was available through the Google Suite.

Intended primarily for use on a mobile device (i.e, cell phone or tablet), the application

concept—nicknamed Continuum—borrowed design inspiration from existing portfolio-based

educational assessment applications available on the market at the time, including Fresh Grade,

Seesaw, and Mahara. As with many of those platforms, at the centre of this design was the

concept of the artifact upload, a critical step in the assessment process which required the

capturing and tagging of the learning artifact prior to the completion of the assessment itself.

Contributing to the ease of use by providing educators with a familiar interface, this workflow

also helped to address the lack of access to original learning artefacts which was an issue in the

2018 study. Other challenges which had been observed through the PSII study were also
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addressed in this concept, with the inclusion of Computer Vision and Natural Language

Processing helping to reduce choice overwhelm by providing data-informed recommendations

concerning which competencies might be represented by an uploaded learning artifact.

As part of this ideation process, a basic User Interface (UI) and corresponding User

Experience (UX) model was developed, showcasing the simplified interface for completing an

assessment (see Figure 10). The aim of this model was two-fold. Firstly, it attempted to

demonstrate how the revised tool might be more accessible to individuals who had been

intimidated by the relative complexity of the previous form. Secondly, it endeavoured to

visualize stages of the assessment process which had only been theorized in the previous version.

Figure 10.

UX/UI Mockup of the Continuum Mobile Application

(a) (b) (c)

Note. User experience mock-ups for three screens and stages in the competency assessment
process using the Continuum mobile application beginning with the (a) upload of an image or
copy of the learning artifact, moving onto the (b) input of the competency assessment including
comments and fuzzy rating scale selection, and finally a (c) preview of the assessment results.
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In the new model, after uploading a photo and description of the learning artifact (see

Figure 10a), assessors would be prompted to select an appropriate mathematical competency

area they wished to assess. Users would then be presented with a comment area to provide

written feedback, and sliders taking the place of checkboxes to define where a learner existed

along the competency continuum (see Figure 10b). To address challenges related to

interpretation of amalgamated results, this design also included a data visualization feature (see

Figure 10c). Supported by submission data being entered directly into a formal database

structure, providing more scalable storage of results, this feature capitalized on available

visualization libraries to produce relevant charts filtered by learner, educator, and competency.

This feature was theorized to be particularly helpful for educators in more clearly identifying

areas of success and necessary support for a continued development in a given competency area.

Gaining New Perspectives for Final Form Iteration

Inspired by the relative simplicity of the mobile application concept, but recognizing a

lack of available expertise to build such a complex instrument, active development of the tool

paused between 2018 and 2020. In the intervening years, three other activities would occur that

would inform the final iteration of the assessment instrument: (i) undergraduate coursework

related to assessment (as part of the UVic teacher education program), (ii) practical experience as

a teacher facilitating and observing assessments, and (iii) additional research related to CBE and

portfolios. While these activities varied greatly, they collectively served two critical roles in the

final stage of the research process. Firstly, they further illustrated the importance of this project

to the field of education as a whole. Secondly, they raised important additional questions
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regarding CBE and portfolios which had not been fully considered when the PSII study was

originally undertaken. Specifically, these questions were:

1. Have competency-based K-12 reforms meaningfully changed pedagogical practices?

2. Can portfolio assessment be effectively implemented in K-12 mathematics education?

Supplementing, rather than supplanting, the primary research questions, a brief

exploration of initial findings related to these sub-questions is provided in the following section,

with the impact of those findings applied in the final iteration of the tool in 2021.

Lack of Pedagogical Change in CBE Juridictions.

With first-hand experience in secondary STEM classrooms demonstrating the continued

use of worksheets and multiple-choice tests by educators in BCs new competency-based

curriculum, I was curious to understand whether this lack of change was similar in other areas of

the world which had undergone CBE focussed reforms. A review of the literature revealed strong

evidence to support my own classroom observations. For example, in a 2014 study of secondary

teachers in Tanzania, where this new type of curriculum had been introduced nearly a decade

before, authors found that 86% of teachers did not understand the concept or requirements of

CBE, and therefore did not adapt their teaching practices (Komba & Mwandaji, 2015). In a

similar study in Kuwait, a jurisdiction where the implementation of CBE had been a reported

failure following its 2015 introduction, authors found that while teachers saw CBE as an

effective tool to enrich the overall educational system, they also recognized insufficient training,

lack of awareness in the community, and the general refusal for change, as challenges impacting

its successful administration (Sadeq et al., 2020). Even a seemingly more favourable study in

England found a clash between the theoretical and practical understanding of teachers when it
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came to the application of CBE principles (Byrne et. al., 2013b). With a “clear mismatch

between the stated aims of the lesson and what teachers did in class” (p. 357), the study found

that subject knowledge remained the predominant focus of CBE classroom lessons, despite skills

and competencies communicated both in writing and “explicitly articulated by the teacher” (p.

357). In a related paper exploring planning of curriculum in those same study schools in

England, the authors identified assessment of competencies as “a crucial aspect of the overall

curriculum implementation and development” process (Byrne et al., 2013a, p. 338), but noted

issues with creating “authentic learning experiences” (p. 339) as major challenges to successfully

applying CBE in those schools. When combined with the tendency of educators to “revert to the

strong vertical discourse of academic disciplines” in their role as “didactic experts” (p. 362),

these findings were indicative of the general lack of pedagogical change both reported and

observed in jurisdictions purporting to be effectively implementing CBE.

Lack of Understanding of Portfolio-based Assessment.

While initial stages of this project focussed on an exploration of educational portfolios

for CBA, new personal experience and research highlighted the necessity to examine how

portfolios were being used for assessment in mathematics specifically. Similar to the new

investigation into CBE reforms, a review of the literature was elucidating, supporting both

personal observations as a teacher, and findings from the original literature review concerning

the lack of portfolios in STEM classrooms. For example, in a study investigating the application

of portfolio assessment by math teachers in East Java, Indonesia (Lestariani et al., 2018), authors

found that despite participants self-reporting on their understanding of authentic assessment,

teachers had “difficulty in selecting material that can be used as portfolio assessment” (p. 6).
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This, the authors reported, was a result of a lack of practical understanding as to how portfolios

are used, and resulted in teachers failing to include artefacts “besides of written test/quiz” in the

process (p. 6). These clarity challenges were similarly reflected in an American study on the

1992 implementation of educational portfolios as part of a state-wide assessment program in

Vermont (Klein et al., 1995). Here the authors found that overall reliability and consistency of

portfolios for assessment in mathematics could be “characterized as disappointing” (p. 248),

stemming “from Vermont's decision to allow students and teachers to include virtually any type

of piece in a portfolio, insufficient reader calibration, and scoring guides that were too difficult to

apply and/or left too much room for reader discretion and interpretation” (p. 254-255).

The only seemingly favorable study—which again came from Indonesia—explored the

implementation of a novel electronic portfolio model in a secondary K-12 mathematics context,

aiming to determine the validity, reliability and affectivity of a novel tool which the authors of

the paper had created (Abidin & Walida, 2014). Similar to the PSII study, this research involved

extensive data collection through various methods including documentation, questionnaires and

observations of the e-portfolio’s use in grade 10-12 classrooms. Unlike the PSII study, however,

the authors in this case found strong support from participating students, teachers and subject

matter experts involved in the study, concluding that their e-portfolio “is valid (94,00%),

practical (92,78%), and effective (92,37%)”, thereby representing a useful tool in the teaching

and learning process (Abidin & Walida, 2014,  p. 600). Unfortunately, the article lacked

significant detail around data collection and analysis, making it nearly impossible to replicate,

and represented such a small sample size (i.e., one class of 15 students) that it is difficult to

consider these results in any way representative.
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While this research on portfolio assessment in mathematics dated back more than 30

years, a critical review revealed little agreement on the utility of educational portfolios as a tool

for assessment in K-12 mathematics education. Indeed, even institutions in similar geographic

jurisdictions failed to demonstrate consistency in their findings. Notwithstanding concerns

regarding the validity and reliability of the studies themselves, what continued to be clear

through this additional research was a lack of universal understanding as to what constitutes

portfolio assessment in mathematics—both in general and in CBE contexts—and the

requirement to address outstanding issues regarding the validity and reliability of such

assessments in K-12 environments.

Version 3 of the Google Sheets Assessment Form

Recognizing the importance of responding to the challenges identified in the literature

and through personal experience, an unexpected opportunity to continue development of the

competency assessment tool presented in 2021. This came in the form of a part-time position on

the educational team at the newly opened Vancouver Island School of Innovation and Inquiry

(VISII). As an inquiry-based middle school founded on the same core principles as PSII, VISII

similarly required a resource to support their CBA process, and as such was uniquely placed to

support further iteration on the novel assessment instrument created for the 2018 study. This

opportunity was made even more compelling as it became the first real test of whether this type

of a tool would pass the scrutiny of the BC MOE, with the revision to be included as part of the

inspection process which would lead to the school being granted their classification under the BC

Independent Schools Act. Additionally, while falling outside of the originally study design, the

work at VISII also presented a novel opportunity for future informal ethnographic action
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research, a chance to observe how the tool was used in practice by a new group of educators and

learners, while also experiencing its usage first-hand as a member of that community.

As this iteration of the assessment form was not simply focussed on math literacy, but

instead on all eight of the PSII core competencies, one of the major requirements was that it be

extended to assess competency development in the school more universally. While a daunting

task, it was supported by updates to the PSII Competency Assessment Framework since 2016

(see Appendix E) which correlated stages of development (i.e., beginning, developing,

expanding) to levels of Dr. Benjamin Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (1958),

providing competency keywords to associate with each stage of development (see Figure 11).

Extending the dimensions of mastery from the mathematical competency model presented by

Niss and Jensen (2011), these updates by the PSII team provided the requisite detail to reimagine

the tool as a much more universally valuable competency assessment tool in K-12 education.

Figure 11.

Competency Keywords based on Bloom’s Taxonomy

Note. Competency depth learning verbs associated with depth of learning. Reprinted from
Learning Verbs by PSII, n.d., Retrieved December 13, 2021, from https://learningstorm.org/
learning-verbs/. Copyright by PSII. Used with Permission.
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Unfortunately, with development paused since 2018, little work had been done to build

on the mobile application concept. Fortunately, far more experience had been gained in using the

more advanced features of Google Sheets. As such, this third iteration of the assessment form

reimagined core aspects of the mobile application which could be applied through features in the

Google Suite. In particular, this focussed on the aggregation of assessments and visualization of

results. Retaining the single page design from the first Google Sheets form, Version 3 obfuscated

more complex language originally found in the rubric into drop-down menus which populated

automatically based on competency, removing the need for a separate reference document (see

Figure 12). Furthermore, this new version removed the need for multiple rating scales per

competency area, with the three continuums (one per dimension of mastery) unnecessary

considering the new understanding of the development process according to Bloom (1956).

Figure 12.

Google Sheets Assessment Form: Version 3
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Noting far fewer ratings contributing to each assessment, and therefore an even greater

necessity to obtain the multiple assessments to increase reliability (Castanelli et al., 2018;

Gadbury Amyot et al., 2014) this iteration of the form also incorporated new information to

support the decision making process through competency indicators. Developed by PSII, these

indicators represented markers that could be used in determining both whether a competency had

been demonstrated and to what depth. Using these easy-to-understand indicators and competency

keywords as a type of assessment scaffolding, these new features made this iteration of the form

much more practical, representing both the reference material and the assessment tool itself.

In addition to this scaffolding providing a more intuitive experience, it also allowed for

the reporting to be much more granular, with the depth of competency development able to be

extended through the indicators and contexts. This can be seen in the Competency Development

Snapshot (see Figure 13) which presents not only depth, but the percentage of indicators

observed, and in how many contexts. With the hypothesis that competency development should

progress towards fluency across all contexts and including all indicators, this level of detail

provides beneficial additional information for educators to use in guiding learner development.

Figure 13.

Sample Competency Development Snapshot Report
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Further data to support learner progression towards competency came through the final

reporting mechanism included as part of the new version of the form, a reimagining of the

competency development report card presented in the 2015 PSII Graduation Framework

Proposal (see Figure 14). A central component to this original PSII proposal (see Appendix E),

the visual report card was intended to provide a more accessible way for all educational

stakeholders (i.e., learners, parents and educators) to get a holistic view of a learner’s progress

towards graduation. This was accomplished through a single coloured cell representing the depth

of development and understanding in each competency area across all of the contexts.

Figure 14.

PSII Proposed Competency Development Report Card

Note. PSII Competency Report Card. Reprinted from “Proposal for a New Prototype Graduation
Program” by PSII, n.d., Retrieved December 13, 2021, from https://slidetodoc.com/propo
sal-for-a-new-prototype-graduation-program-psii/. Copyright by PSII. Used with Permission.
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Implemented in the new version of the Google Sheet form as a real-time competency

mosaic, this visualization compliments the Competency Development Snapshot report by literally

highlighting areas where a student is finding success and where they need support. A practical

example of how this could be used to guide learner growth is provided through the sample report

in Figure 15. In this example, despite working across multiple contexts, it is evident that much of

the learners’ work has focussed on development of single competency: writing. As a result, an

educator might recommend that this learner seek opportunities to develop in another competency

area. To this end, the mosaic also identifies contexts which might be an accessible starting point

for that development. In this learner’s case, with Artistic, Literary and Musical Expression and

Appreciation and Designing and Making Things evident areas of interest, those might be

practical starting points for development in a competency area such as Mathematical Literacy.

Figure 15.

Sample Competency Development Mosaic Report Card
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Summary of Chapter 4

This chapter reviewed the multi-year, iterative development process, building on the

original Learning Artifact Competency Assessment Form utilized in the 2018 PSII study.

Responding to challenges identified in the study findings, these data-driven revisions focussed

on the production of an instrument which allowed for efficient aggregation of low-stakes

assessments while also reducing complexity for individuals involved in the CBA process.

Building on practical and aspirational ideations, the final version of the tool, created for VISII in

2021, took advantage of knowledge gained through practical classroom experience and

independent updates to the proposed graduation framework at PSII. Through this experience and

updates, it was possible to create a resource which could better support the vision and framework

used at both PSII and VISII by providing a data-driven approach to guiding student progression

along numerous competency continuums. Particularly considering the inclusion of visual

reporting features, this 2021 version of the Learning Artifact Competency Assessment Tool seems

to present as the most meaningful contribution this research has made to the field of educational

assessment, with future CBA at multiple educational institutions potentially relying on its use.
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Chapter 5: Summary and Reflection on Learning

There is a quote from American child psychologist Eileen Kennedy-Moore which says

“The path of development is a journey of discovery that is clear only in retrospect, and it’s rarely

a straight line” (Kennedy-Moore, 2011, p.6). Just as this is true for child development, so too was

it true in my professional development, with the winding pathway of this project only recently

demonstrating its true impact. In this chapter, I summarize the findings from the multi-faceted

research process which began at PSII in 2016, exploring both the theory and practice behind the

implementation of CBA in the new interdisciplinary, inquiry-based model of learning in the 21st

century. Through a (i) review of findings from the literature, case study and lived experience, (ii)

personal reflection, and (iii) recommendations for areas future research, this chapter seeks to

close out this final stage of this research project, while also providing a solid starting point for

any future iterations or classroom implementation of this novel assessment framework.

Revisiting Guiding Questions

This project sought to explore the development of an innovative competency assessment

instrument which could be implemented within secondary education, allowing for an authentic

evaluation of mathematical competency in a highly personalized and interdisciplinary learning

environment. To this end, research focussed on four interrelated questions regarding

mathematical literacy assessment in an interdisciplinary CBE environment. Specifically:

1. How can the assessment process in a highly-personalized and interdisciplinary K-12

learning environment be adjusted to incorporate competencies more efficiently?

2. What are the established best practices for assessment in competency-based education?

3. Are portfolios effective assessment tools for use in competency-based education?
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4. What is an appropriate framework to assess mathematical competency?

While the first question would serve as the starting point for this research when it began

back in 2016, considering the perspective gained upon further reflection, it is the three remaining

questions which are first summarized below. These in turn lead to a final reflection on how they

impacted the tool created to respond to the first—or in this case final—research question.

Best Practices for CBE

Best practices concerning CBA have evolved extensively since its early implementations

in the 1970s, building on the primarily observational methods introduced by McClelland (1973)

to now incorporate numerous types of evidence of learning in the determination of competence.

Unfortunately, while these best practices are being used effectively in some post-secondary

environments, the same cannot be said for K-12, where evidence from around the world has

demonstrated a general lack of understanding concerning CBE and a corresponding lack of

meaningful change to pedagogical practices (Klein et al., 1995; Komba & Mwandaji, 2015;

Lestariani et al., 2018; Sadeq et al., 2020). What these findings demonstrate is the necessity to

develop practical resources which support educators in gaining an understanding of how CBE

works, while also applying this understanding in the classroom environment. Incorporating both

of these needs, the tool that was developed for PSII and VISII through this project presents its

significant value in implementing CBA best-practices in K-12 learning environments.

Effectiveness of Portfolios in CBE

With empirical evidence across educational contexts providing evidence to support the

use of portfolios for assessment, their potential as impactful tools for CBA appears to be evident

(Abidin & Walida, 2014; Byrne et al., 2009; Castanelli et al., 2018; Chang & Wu, 2012; Fourali,
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1994; Gadbury-Amyot et al., 2014). That said, considering findings also indicating the necessity

of multiple assessors to increase reliability (Gadbury-Amyot et al., 2014; Castanelli et al., 2018)

and issues concerning time constraints in their valid implementation, effectiveness presents as a

trifecta of considerations: validity, reliability and practicality. With this in mind, and considering

the negative impact of complex assessment guidelines (Klein et al, 1995), it seems a key to

improving the use of portfolios in CBE (at scale) is making the process as efficient as possible.

By reducing the amount of interpretation an assessor must apply, scaffolding the assessment

process, and simplifying reporting, the tool created for PSII and VISII as part of this research

again presents its value towards improving the effectiveness of portfolios for CBA in K-12.

An Appropropriate Framework for CBA in Math

While a review of scholarly literature identified multiple mathematical competency

assessment frameworks for use in K-12 environments, considering its use in STEM related

assessments administered seven times over the last 20 years in more than 80 countries, there

seems to be the strongest support for the use of the OECD-PISA mathematical literacy

assessment framework in secondary education (OECD, 2016). Certainly providing support for its

inclusion in the assessment tool developed for the 2018 PSII study, the impact of this model goes

far beyond mathematics, showcasing the multifaceted nature of competency development as it

progresses through knowledge and understanding towards application and evaluation. Providing

a practical way to apply this newfound knowledge concerning competency development, the

assessment framework created for PSII and VISII through this project serves a dual role,

supporting reporting and guidance of students in a competency-based K-12 environment.
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Adjusting the CBA Process at PSII

Committed to enabling students to meet or exceed the BC graduation requirements, PSIIs

proposed graduation framework has always gone beyond the traditional subject-specific

prerequisites as set out by the BC MOE, moving student assessment away from a checklist

model towards a more valuable source of feedback for both student and educator. At the time of

this study, however, one facet which was not yet fully implemented was an assessment resource

to better support students in their progression towards competence along a continuum.

The original assessment instrument developed in 2018 responded to one aspect of this,

providing a seemingly more scaffolded assessment process than the approaches which had

previously been used at the school. Unfortunately, while providing more structure, this tool was

ultimately an overcorrection, with the complexity resulting in a process which was cumbersome,

time-consuming, and whose results demonstrated why similar implementations of portfolio

assessment may have failed elsewhere in K-12. It did, however, provide a useful starting point

for the development of the 2021 version of the tool, which presents a much higher potential to

improve the effectiveness of portfolio assessment in highly-personalized learning environments.

Removing the necessity to implement high-stakes summative assessments by aggregating

frequent, low-stakes formative assessments, this tool supports educators in not only reporting on

student learning but effectively identifying areas for future competency development.

Reflection on Learning and Personal Growth

When I began this research experience nearly six years ago, I was little more than a

curious former youth worker with a passion for education, a drive to create, and a desire to

understand how the learning which I had seen outside of school walls could contribute to student
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success inside the traditional education system. Little did I realize how much I would need to

learn about that complex system to gain such understanding, or what kind of a winding journey it

would take to gain the perspective I needed to truly support the team at PSII in their important

work. By far one of the most striking realizations, however, was just how critical the research

project set out by PSII was to the field of curriculum and instruction in the 21st century, with

their pivotal work in re-defining modern teaching still representing the cutting-edge of pedagogy

in K-12 education even after so many years.

As a relative outsider to the field of curriculum and instruction in 2016, I entered this

project with much the same view that many others have of assessment in the traditional K-12 and

post-secondary educational system. This was one in which, despite being a feature of education

which is challenging to some learners, the structures and rules in place concerning assessment

were there to support an individual’s development as they progress towards a successful future

outside of the four walls of a school. Through this research, however, it has become evident that

this idea of assessment presented to the outside world obscures the truth hidden just beneath the

surface. This is a truth wherein, notwithstanding curricular reform mandates around the world,

many educators still believe that the old ways are the best and therefore require additional

evidence, support and understanding in order to shift their pedagogical practices for CBE.

When they submitted their proposal to the K-12 Innovation Partnership in 2015, PSII set

out to accomplish a task which, upon deeper examination, it turned out had been addressed by

many others before them. That was to build a portfolio-based assessment system which would

support educators in adapting their practices for the high-personalized learning model of 21st

century learning. What made their proposal unique was its move away from a focus on
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summative assessments serving simply as a reporting mechanism, and instead as a descriptive

tool to guide future learning. This move, while unique, however, was perhaps a more holistic

interpretation of assessment. Finding its root in the latin assidere which means to sit with— their

proposed changes served to support the perhaps more valuable understanding of assessment as

“something we do with and for the student” rather than to them, by providing “helpful feedback,

clearer expectations, enhanced motivation and better instruction” (Green, 1998, p.11).

Recommendations for Future Research

Considering the growing number of jurisdictions that are implementing CBE as part of

K-12 educational reforms, and the increasing amount of time many schools have now been

implementing CBE, there are three recommendations for future research related to this project.

These include (i) long-term investigation into pedagogical changes related to assessment in K-12

CBE jurisdictions (ii) investigation into the use of the new version of the CBA instrument in an

inquiry-based learning environment such as VISII and PSII, and (iii) investigation into the use of

the new version of the CBA instrument in a more traditional K-12 learning environment.

The first of these recommendations for future research concerns investigation into the

impact of long-term CBE in K-12. Firstly, looking at the impact on pedagogical practices, this

additional research recognizes that, as with changes in any environment, there is a possibility that

the necessary pedagogical adaptations required for CBE to be successful may just take longer to

develop. Especially considering the relative successes in post-secondary environments where

CBE has already seen significant adoption, it may also simply be a case of additional time

required for the standards and practices to be translated for use in the K-12. Secondly, looking at

the impact on educational outcomes, this additional research could include a longitudinal study
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into the use of portfolios in CBE K-12 environments through a more scientific approach than

was seen elsewhere. An example of this would be a study examining career outcomes as they

relate to the use of portfolios K-12 CBE, following a control and treatment group to determine

whether CBA portfolios actually have a positive impact in this respect.

The second recommendation for future research is related to the revised version of the

CBA instrument. Following our initial study, we hypothesized that successful implementation of

the 2018 version of the instrument might simply require a more long-term implementation and

study. Further reflection, however, has presented evidence that it was not additional time which

was required, but instead a creative re-imagining of the tool itself. Considering that the initial

tool was hypothesized to present extreme value to the PSII education team—yet failed to do

so—there is a demonstrable necessity to investigate the implementation of this new version of

the tool into an inquiry-based learning environment. Unfortunately, many of the original study

participants are no longer available to participate, thereby making it difficult to explore

differences between the two versions of the tool at PSII. That said, the potential addition of VISII

as a study location, and the continued presence of many of the PSII educators from the original

study, presents the possibility for gathering extremely useful data regarding the implementation

of this new version of the tool and framework across multiple time-periods, educational

environments, and age-ranges.

The third and final recommendation for future research is to investigate the

implementation of this new version of the CBA instrument in a more traditional K-12

environment in BC. While both PSII and VISII represent institutions required to meet BC

government reporting mandates, as independent schools they have significantly more freedom in
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their regular reporting as opposed to a middle or secondary school which is part of a public

school district. As such, despite the value presented through the reporting features included in

this new version of the form, future research would be necessary to not only examine whether

formal curricular content could be incorporated, but also to extend the reporting features to

display more course-specific measures such as level of understanding around curricular

competencies, percentage of course completed, and final grade.

Representing a relative step backwards considering my newfound understanding of CBA,

this final recommendation for future research may be by far the most important, with adoption of

such an assessment model in many K-12 systems likely centering around the inclusion of content

for many experienced educators. If remaining fundamentally focussed on the development of

competencies, however, the result of this future research could be a tool which actively supports

educators in their transition towards the use of innovative pedagogical practices which better

align with CBE models and the future of education in the 21st century and beyond.
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